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The Kryon Group is the name that Mario Liani uses to describe the loving energy of Kryon. 
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NINE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 2004 
Channeled in 2004 

 
Question No. 1: 
Dear Kryon: Perhaps my question is going to seem strange; it’s not that I am 
confused, but rather, I am disappointed by the people of my country. At the 
present time, Venezuela is in a rather dangerous situation, where people attack 
each other regardless of their condition. Children and older people as well as 
pregnant women have died. Streets have been destroyed, houses burnt, people 
being fired after many years on the jobs; you cannot even speak to your neighbor 
without that latent feeling of danger at every moment… 
 
Now, what can I do to help the situation, at least in my surroundings? Do you think 
the situation will change if we oust the present leader? Do you think is fair for the 
government to help the poor? In what plane of existence are those who wish to 
destroy? What do people have to experience in order to understand that this is not 
how a nation grows? What is the reason for such fanaticism? Why do we have 
pseudo-leaders that throw the people into the abyss? And, why are they not being 
punished by the Universe? 
 
Even though we have received the message from the Gods, there are people who 
want to push beyond the barriers and want to kill and destroy. Why do people 
follow leaders knowing that their true intention is personal profit, and when they 
get what they want will get rid of those who served them? 
 
I apologize for the many questions, but I do understand that the situation requires 
a higher mind, higher spiritual help. 
 
E. (Venezuela) 
 
Answer No. 1: 
All your questions reflect a certain type of preoccupation: why does the human race 
has not changed and evolved towards a model of spirituality and tolerance, peace, 
equality and social justice? Whatever happened to “Divine Justice” and why does It 
not intervene? Why does the Universe “not punish”? 
 
My dear, “everything and everyone in our lives are merely a reflection of who we 
are. They cannot be unless they represent a reflection or aspect of our 
consciousness, since like attracts like in consciousness and energy.” 



For now, the inhabitants of your country have what they deserve because this is 
what they have projected (even though they are not conscious of it). 
  
Look at your life and honestly tell yourself whether you have what you deserve or 
whether you have worked to get what you don’t have, but think that you deserve it 
and therefore you want it to manifest “now.” 
 
Look at your country and honestly tell yourself whether it has what it deserves or 
whether its people have worked to get what they still don’t have. Do you think that 
what your country still doesn’t have is something they deserve to have now? Do 
you think that, as a country, you are ready to have it, or, should you learn a bit 
more from your mistakes? 
 
Everything that happens is what you, as humans, project with your thoughts. A 
country is like a living organism with a great mind that operates under the direction 
and level of consciousness that dominates the masses. It is not necessary for me to 
tell you what level of consciousness that is, you perceive it everyday in all levels of 
your society.  
 
The level of consciousness that now prevails will only evolve to a higher level when 
each one of you does your part and reach a critical mass that makes the change 
possible. 
 
That change will be possible when each one of you do you part, individually, given 
others the example, without worrying about what your neighbor thinks; when the 
tenuous light of a candle becomes a powerful lighthouse created by the millions of 
little lights, millions of lit candles shining their light in unison, creating the critical 
mass needed to illumined the fiercest darkness, which will inexorably vanish to give 
way to the light.  
 
When I speak of “change,” I am not speaking from the viewpoint of duality (what is 
here is “bad” and what is coming is “good”). I am not peaking either from the 
criteria that there should be and end to a government to begin a new one.  
 
The vision of change that I am trying to convey is not the vision of a country with a 
new leader or a new government. That vision will only demonstrate a change of 
actors not a change of paradigms.  
 
I am speaking of a vision of change where each one of you first creates within 
yourself a new world, and then act potentially as a powerful agent of transformation 
for the collective consciousness... and the collective consciousness is not bound by 
geographical or continental borders.  
 
Dear, you ask how you can help solve the situation “at least” in your surroundings.  
 
What you are minimizing (your surroundings) is what it’s most important. Your 
immediate surroundings are the fertile soil where you plant and grow the seed of 
change. Begin with yourself, with those close to you and the ones not so close.   
Behave the way you would like your leaders to behave. Handle what belongs to 
others the way you would like your property to be handled. Take responsibility for 
another’s cause the way you would like others to take responsibility for yours. Try 
to be an example to others but without trying… What a paradigm it is, isn’t it? 
 
But most of all take care of yourself. Do what feels right for yourself and to 
yourself, for your evolution… and stop worrying so much about what is going on 
around you.  
 



Create light in your life so that this light expands to other scenarios, without your 
direct intervention.  
 
Do you wish for a leader for your country? Behave the way you would like this 
leader to behave. Know how to lead your own processes and teach others to do the 
same, so that you can create the critical mass necessary for the emergence of the 
kind of leader that will lead you on the road to social justice. 
 
Dear, don’t apologize for seeking help and understanding, your asking is an implicit 
acceptance that you are not alone, that you belong to a big family that expresses 
love and solidarity, from and towards the multidimensional level where its member 
are. 
 
Remember you are loved, and you are blessed for expressing your anguish and 
preoccupation, which is none other that the cry of the human race in reclaiming 
your sense of universal belonging.  
 
Question No. 2: 
Mi name is S. from Argentina, and I have many problems in the area of love. As I 
stated to you before, my partners always leave me, for what appears to be silly 
reasons. I have renounced, invoking the Karmic Board, to my vows of aloneness. I 
have recited many times the prayer of co-creation (the old one), but in my heart I 
still feel tied to this vows, and this will not allow a manifestation of my desires.  
What is your advice? 
 
S. (Argentina) 
 
Answer No. 2: 
Dear, Spirit does not desire for you to suffer, but It does want you to experience 
and learn through your contracts.  
 
The actions you have initiated from these difficult decisions are suitable for your 
contract. You are on the right path, and you are traveling with honor. But there is 
one thing missing: lack of surrender and acceptance. 
 
Surrender means to walk a path without hoping for specific results. Only concern 
with doing the right thing, doing what comes from inside of you and then letting it 
go, without expecting certain results. So, when whatever it supposed to happen 
happens, this should be accepted with all your heart, with gratitude. This is 
acceptance. 
 
Surrender to this process, do what is right and accept whatever comes, since you 
already have stated your intent about what you desire to correct in your life. Your 
intent is sacred, therefore, Spirit honors it and helps you fulfill it. What happens is 
that the linear time, the time in which humans want to see results, does not 
correspond with the time in which these results -derived from your sacred intent- 
manifest.  
 
Be patient, surrender and accept. Spirit is with you every step of your process.  
 
Question No. 3: 
In January of this year, I renounced to all contracts, agreements and mechanisms 
harmful to my evolution. I have felt good since then, however, I don’t know if I was 
also asking for a neutral implant, since the affirmations do not include it, not 
literally. I hope you can clear this for me and tell me if I was asking for a neutral 
implant. I have asked others and they have not been clear in their answers. 
 



However, this communication is to ask for a big favor: When you get in touch with 
Kryon, can you ask him the following question? 
 
At the present time, I’m taking a course in how to deal with adolescents since I’m 
very interested in helping them. The opportunity has come up to work as a 
caretaker in a correctional facility for girls who have been convicted of a “crime.” 
But what I would really like to do is teach language and grammar, and in this way 
establish communication with young people; however, I need to work and for this 
reason I am contemplating the possibility of accepting the job at the correctional 
facility. Also, I have to write a paper based on the subject I selected, which is 
“Prevention and Healing of Spiritual Addictions.” 
 
How can I help these youngsters? What can I say to help them understand? How 
can I teach them by example rather than words that may seem “strange” to them? 
Like “karma” for example. People are not too open to these subjects in my town.  
 
V. (Mexico) 
 
Answer No. 3: 
Dear, Spirit always honors the intention of humans when they are expressed, and 
when the individual takes control of his evolution. You have decided to take control 
and Spirit is honoring your decision. It’s for this reason that Spirit does not need 
(even though It enjoys them) complex rituals or special words. Sometimes, the 
purest of intentions is the one which is not expressed with words but rather with 
feelings. Your feeling has been honored, more than your words. So it is. 
 
As far as your other question, the answer to it is contained in the first paragraph.  
Spirit has honored your intention and has helped you get where you wanted to be.  
The job that you “need” is the one that will allow you to expand your horizons, and 
will help you realize your true vocation. You have studied and prepared yourself to 
handle certain knowledge and this will help you communicate clearly with these 
children of God who need words, not necessarily perfect grammar.   
 
These children, who are already waiting, need encouragement and love; they need 
to be recognized and valued by humans who know how to reach their hearts more 
than their minds. 
 
Any addiction, whatever it is, is only a refuge and a sedative for those who are not 
able to realize their self-worth. Their lack of self-esteem has taken them on a road 
that appears to fill this inner void. Therefore, Spirit recommends that you help 
these children to find their way to self-love. 
 
Self-love must be treated at an emotional level first, trying to get this being to 
communicate emotionally with others, to get them to learn to feel and make others 
feel them. Once they have opened up emotionally, it will be possible for them to 
feel their inner Higher presence, which is everything, the presence that is Mother 
and Father; the presence that understands and accepts everything; the presence 
that loves unconditionally, and who, without words, will make them feel their 
connection to the One.  
 
Whenever a human being finds this connection, they no longer fear the possibility 
of not being accepted or valued by others, since nothing will become more 
important than their own self-acceptance, which comes from the knowing that you 
are perfect in the eyes of Spirit.  
 
Don’t be afraid to talk to these youngsters. Only ask Spirit to teach you the way to 
express yourself so that God can speak through your words. God will speak through 



you just as God speaks through this channel, because he asked. Ask God that your 
words, God’s words, touch their hearts and achieve the desired results for each one 
of them.  
 
And lastly, spirituality is just a word that covers up and suggests the need to 
practice Love. Love comes from within you and expands to all. That is the key. You 
cannot demonstrate or give that which you do not posses.  
 
Question No. 4: 
Thanks a million for responding to my message. I honor your present incarnation 
and honor the Spirit of Love that has given us the opportunity to be Here and Now. 
Kryon’s answers have shown me the way. Please thank Kryon on my behalf and 
give him/her my love. 
 
I don’t want to make your workload any heavier, but allow me to tell you about the 
comment my son made, he is 25 years old and suffers from addictions. I told him 
to revoke all agreements, vows and mechanisms, and I believe he did, but the 
problems became worse and I asked him to move out of the house. He left angry 
and unhappy. 
 
He told me he wanted to come back to live with us, to our family home, but I did 
not allow it because, at the time, he neither had a job nor wanted to go to school.  
He is working now, but, in the past, he has not been able to hold a job for more 
than a month. He has always complained that he feels bad because I did not treat 
him like a man and gave him his rightful place at home (he is my only son); his 
biological dad past away when he was only two years old, and he has used this as 
an excuse for his laziness and addictions. 
 
When I became pregnant with him, I didn’t want to have another baby. I used to 
cry all the time and could not accept him. Could this be the reason for his behavior? 
In time, after he was born, I came to accept him and truly love him. I wish he could 
find his true passion in life, for his sake and everyone else’s. He’s said that when he 
finds his “dharma” he will be happy and prosperous and will no longer make 
mistakes. 
 
Is it time to allow him to come back to our home? How can he find his reason for 
being here? How can he find his inner peace and joy of being alive?  
 
V. (Mexico) 
 
Answer No. 4: 
Dear, Spirit does not judge your feelings towards your son during your pregnancy.  
Everything you have felt has been part of a plan and has a purpose, which has been 
revealed over time as you grew to love your son. As you express this love, your 
path and his will become clearer and there will be a reunion that will put everything 
in the right perspective.  
 
He has manifested his intent, but without understanding what he is doing since his 
focus in on tomorrow, “when” he has, “when’ he is, “when” he finds, “when” he 
gets, and this does not work because to Be is to have, but to have is not to Be.  
 
Help him Be so that he can find. Show him the way by giving him familial love, 
balance and respect for your rules. Show him by example, but not by imposing.  
Give him the chance to feel and to truly experience what he is looking for. When he 
feels it, he will know what is to feel and, of course, what is to Be.  
 
Dear, help your son Be, so that you can help yourself find Yourself.  



 
Question No. 5: 
I am a neophyte in many things. My most recent spiritual awakening, like those of 
many others, happened because of the “pressures” so that we can see Spirit and 
allow It to come inside.  
 
I do have brief moments of happiness, like having found Jesus, but there are others 
earthly concerns that overwhelm me so much I cannot see or feel what Spirit wants 
to tell me. I feel alone. The worst part is that I don’t see any results and I feel 
disconnected and without answers to my questions; to that we can add the 
pressures of everyday life that does not allow me to concentrate on what is really 
important.  It’s wearing me out.  
 
O. (Argentina) 
 
Answer no. 5: 
Dear Human, the greatest thing you can do is to find yourself, and after you find 
yourself, you will never feel alone again.  
 
Your loneliness and anguish stem from a lack of connection with your true self, who 
is waiting for you to find It. We encourage you to stop your mind chatter and your 
worries; they do not allow you to hear the voice of Spirit.  
 
When you stop focusing your attention on the pressures and their results, you will 
open up the way to receive the signs and clues that Spirit is continually sending 
with so much love, so that you know the path to follow. Spirit loves you and tells 
you that you are never alone.  
 
Question No. 6: 
C. has a personal situation at home as a result of a decline in energy that has 
affected his relationships and finances. This decline was related to a sentimental 
break-up that was never resolved and has affected the harmony of his home. C had 
been working, for a while now, with a powerful tetrahedral energy implanted in his 
etheric field, which was influencing the situation.  
 
C. (Mexico) 
 
Answer no. 6: 
You have to keep in mind that prosperity is a very personal matter, it depends on 
the person’s balance (or lack thereof). If there is no physical, emotional and 
spiritual balance, this imbalance affects everything, mainly prosperity.  
 
On the other hand, we see a tetrahedron (I assume is a merkaba that you build in 
your house) with a black energy at its center, could be highly negative. This 
tetrahedron has finished its cycle, it’s weak and therefore is time to deactivate it 
and get it out of the house, you then build a new one with new energy (if this is 
your intent).  
 
This tetrahedron could be the reason you feel tired all the time, as it is sucking 
energy.  As you can see, since you build it, you have to dismantle it.  
 
Kryon says: 
 
Dear, balance begins from the inside out. 
 



Center yourself and establish the new axis where the new energy that emanates 
from your being will spin. Remember to establish the direction of the rotation.  
Chose your own direction, the one you know is best for you. 
 
When you begin to rotate in order to create the new energy field, remember to 
surround your home with this field and visualize that centrifuge power strongly 
expelling everything you want to clean, to the last residue. It will be like a tornado 
of light that sweeps everything in its paths. Everything around you will be lifted and 
transported to another dimension but you will be safe within the eye of the storm. 
 
When you feel something is affecting you, imagine yourself in the eye of the 
tornado of light, while the whirlwind spins and sweeps all negativity. Peace is within 
you, in your center, no matter what is going on within the radius of the hurricane 
center.  
 
You have peace, connect with it and use it to build the balance you’ve lost. The 
hurricane of light spins in a whirlwind but the eye of the hurricane is vertically 
connected with an eye of light that anchors the two axis of your balance, one above 
and one below. You know which is the color of the whirlwind of light and which is 
the color of the axis of your inner light. This is your peace.  
 
Question No. 7: 
Since C’s consultation is also related to financial and professional aspects, the 
following advice was given a posteriori by Kryon, related to certain adjustments she 
had to do in her working environment.  
 
C. (Mexico) 
 
Answer No. 7: 
Dear, at times it seems as if life has greased our wheels, the journey is smooth and 
the sound of the wheels may appear rhythmic and slow, it can become 
monotonous.  
 
The majority of the time, what happens in such instances is that the traveler who is 
sitting comfortably in his train car begins to relax and falls asleep, because 
everything seems to be alright.  
 
This may involve two possible distinct situations.  
 
If the passenger falls asleep and takes his focus off the trip he is embarking on, if 
an emergency occurs, he is taken completely by surprise and cannot react 
immediately because he is still sleepy or lethargic due to the monotony of the trip.  
His reactions are slow and even painful because he’s been taken by surprise.  This 
is one way to travel. 
 
The other is to pay attention to the landscape outside as well as to what’s going on 
inside.  If the traveler feels things are not going well, or an emergency arises, he is 
well aware that there is an emergency brake that can be activated. This is another 
way of traveling.  
 
Feel free to activate the emergency brake to stop the train and effect the necessary 
changes. Sometimes is necessary to come to a complete stop, get off the train, 
stand on the ground, stretch your legs, walk around to observe your surroundings, 
and take some time, you can then continue the journey with renewed energy.  
 
Remember, this is your train and, even though you are a passenger, you have the 
control. In life not everything is on automatic pilot. Some adjustments are 



sometimes necessary since the landscape changes and new scenery may require a 
powerful push and a different strategy, this will keep your locomotive right on track 
and moving. 
 
Do you wish to be the passive traveler, the train conductor, or both, the traveler 
and conductor at the same time? 
 
Question No. 8: 
I was wondering why, in this period of time, there seems to be an increase in 
terminal illnesses in children and youngsters.  
 
M. (Cuba) 
 
Answer No. 8: 
In answer to your question, the energy of the Kryon Group has transmitted to me 
the information that it is necessary for many people to transcend and raise their 
individual and planetary consciousness. And even though this happens in many 
different ways, there seems to be a common pattern related to terminal illnesses, 
which powerfully impact the patient and his tutor.  
 
Individually, terminal illnesses help people find their inner self and transcend by 
accepting their illnesses and its process. At this point, it is plausible for the person 
to understand, change the program and decide to stay instead of leaving… 
 
From the collective point of view (familial and social), there is nothing more heart-
rending that a terminal illness in a child or a youngster; parents must also carry the 
burden of the pain and suffering upon the loss of a child, sometimes not accepting 
this atypical and unnatural occurrence, because a young person is not supposed to 
die before the older one.  
 
The pain represents a programmed step so that the person facing the situation can 
transcend through the pain, acceptance and forgiveness, and thus finally achieve 
gratitude for the understanding and renewal of the emotional and spiritual 
structures. As we have stated many times, the greatest gift you can give your loved 
ones when you depart is to leave them with a reason to focus their inner self-
evaluation and thus activate the emergence of a higher consciousness.  
 
Young people who come to this plane with terminal illnesses are highly evolved 
beings that come with the mission to “shake” those beings that have not had the 
opportunity to evolve through self-selection or out of their own volition. Therefore, 
they are obligated to face extreme situations that provoke a great inner shock, 
which will bring about spiritual self-evaluation, if the person agrees to experience it.  
 
Some time ago, it was not as urgent as it is now for beings to evolve quickly in 
order to face new paradigms. Now is the time to face new paradigms and is 
necessary that everyone gets the opportunity, in one way or another, to raise their 
consciousness.  
 
 
 
 
 
Question No. 9: 
I feel that Venezuela is giving an example, a guideline of what is to happen around 
the world, and I don’t see any channeling from any spiritual being regarding this.  
But I do understand and accept that the intrinsic meaning of what we are living 
here, as well as around the world, is contained in the overall message.  



 
With this thought, I dare to ask a question that is burning in my mind, and I beg 
your complicity and love, and if you are attuned to it, please ask Kryon as soon as 
possible. The question is: 
 
Dear Kryon: I celebrate your presence, as always, and ask your permission to ask 
the following: 
 
Help us (Venezuelans) understand the Simon Bolivar effect on the present socio-
political process. I feel that the strength of Simon Bolivar seeks resolution of 
something completely unknown to us. 
 
M. (Venezuela) 
 
Answer No. 9: 
Dear, I bless your question, because it has more significance than you can imagine.  
the historical figure you mentioned has transcended history because of his legacy 
and its meaning, which is none other that persecution of the ideal of freedom and 
independence for the people and races, without oppressors or oppressed.   
 
This entity accomplished his mission and left a seed of this ideal in the collective 
unconscious. However, because this ideal has remained latent in the collective, 
undoubtedly, it was necessary that it be rescued from this state of hibernation, so 
to speak, and to reactivate it under a new light or under new circumstances.  
 
The legacy of this entity that you called “El Libertador” (The Liberator), was 
reactivated, but, because of the present circumstances in your country, and the 
reality that you create with your thoughts and decisions, the legacy of revolution 
and independence of this entity has been rescued by a group that has aligned 
similar ideas with those sleeping in the latent seeds.  
 
This realigning of ideals is connected to a belief system, and the actions that all of 
you know derive from it. But it is also true that this seed is not the only one. This 
seed is multi-dimentional or inter-dimensional. There are as many seeds and 
legacies as there are ideals that can exist in the human mind. Therefore, other 
human beings can rescue this seed or inter-dimensional ideal and bring its potential 
to this plane.  
 
The work is the same, the effort is the same, and the intent is the same: pursue 
the ideal of freedom and independence with such emotion and strength that the 
ideal becomes one with the human being (as has happened with those people who 
activated it in their current reality).  
 
Every ideal you pursue as humans is connected to your individual evolutionary 
process, but when the ideal is collective, the process generated transcends the 
individual and creates a collective paradigm based on the framework of personal 
beliefs.  
 
If your question is whether the spirit of “The Liberator” can encourage others to 
follow in his footsteps, the answer is yes, since that ideal is universal and your 
country is not its owner, nor any human for that matter. Every collective has its 
own example of an ideal; every collective has a model that differs from other 
models, and each model it characterized by a slight variation of the master model 
of the inter-dimensional seed.  
 



Anyone can rescue that spirit. The one who does it must follow his vision with 
emotion and connect with the inter-dimensional potential that this mission implicitly 
brings. 
 
This seed is none other than the spirit of freedom, of independence, the difference 
to set out from unity or individuality. In virtue of its duality, within the range of 
options you have, there are infinite variations of how to undertake and reclaim that 
spirit to germinate the seed in your own country.  
 
The seed has germinated recently under a very specific and personal model or 
concept, but just as it has happened in this way, it is also possible that another 
human reactivates the same dream and allow it to germinate under a different 
tendency or outline.  In such a case, duality will decide which of the two activated 
outlines will prevail.  
 
The spirit of the one you called “El Libertador” represents a paradigm born of a 
pure, spiritual concept, which is to allow the seed of life to flower and allow it the 
free will necessary so that it can produce life, movement, action and learning, and 
therefore, transcendent evolution.   
 
The spirit of “El Libertador” is the spirit of this ideal, clamoring to elevate the ideals 
of the seed of freedom to its greatest application in regards to political and social, 
equality, without the barriers of classes and beliefs. 
 
At the bottom of your question there is great preoccupation for the solution of a 
very specific process. It is not easy to provide a solution if you do not view your 
own process through a global vision, where you can contribute ideas that will help 
merge the individual visions to achieve collective results.  
 
If you feel this has not yet happened, is because there are still individual visions 
within the collective spirit, or because the visions that exist have not transcended 
from individual to collective, since it is necessary that more of you renounce your 
own individual stances.  
 
Living in duality you cannot perceive that any one of the alternatives you chose in 
search of that vision can be the right one, but extreme and dual stances (such as 
the one you are currently experiencing) have the virtue of allowing a glimpse of the 
existence of a point of balance.  
 
Thanks to the emergence of a personal vision pursued with fervor and emotion, it is 
possible to transform the inter-dimensional and potential seed of freedom, which 
has been activated by you, as a collective, into an evolved model of social balance.  
You only need more beings connecting with this inter-dimensional seed of freedom 
and activate their individual visions towards a unified vision of that same spirit that 
for a time symbolized the use of force to achieve their ideals, but today this can be 
activated with the opposite aspect, which is nothing more that the union of criterion 
in the search of common arguments that will bring about a estate of balance.  
 
The more you achieve a state of balance, the greater the distance from the conflict 
that presently weighs you down, because to achieve a state of balance is to bring 
light to a situation, the greater the light, the greater the balance. To shed your light 
on a situation is the same as resolving it and to allow those who reside in extreme 
darkness to go to the light in the center.  
 
Kryon 
Channeled by Mario Liani 
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